Abstract: For a period of time he trained at Bouffe du Nord Theatre,
Red Riding Hood (Scufița Roșie) (translated by Mihaela Michailov) and Pinocchio (translated by Ioana Moldovan). The French writer focuses on a target of public in a special way, those people with an age between 7 and 14 years old. A genre already having its specific and tradition in Western Europe, for which only in the last ten years in Romanian dramaturgy there have been made independent exertions either of translation or creation of some texts. Equally interested in social or political themes, film and artistic entrepreneurship, Joël Pommerat capitalizes on features of the texts dedicated to pre-teens and teenagers, retrieving here his vitality and always drawing new contours of already prestigious masterworks. This is how Cinderella is not any longer the same as in the pages of Charles Perrault or Grimm Brothers, and Little Red Riding Hood does not have anymore… the Red Hood. The fairytales are brought up to date, they embound the relationship of parents and children, create a social landscape and even reach problems in area of the poetics of text, sometimes inserting Surrealist elements. However, the vast eventful canvas remains the age of childhood. Nonetheless, Sandra (Cendrillon/Cenușăreasa/Cinderella) wears a corset to get her spine corrected, while one of her stepsisters is talking on a mobile phone, Pinocchio speaks about a house with a garage and a swimming pool, and Little Red Riding Hood cooks a pudding for her grandmother. But beyond the arsenal which brings the reality of the 21 st century into the fantastic world's core, which floats in illo tempore and in "once upon a time", the author proves he has shaped a director's eye, the sense of an actor and the breath of a child. He alone confesses in the episode attached on Little Red Riding Hood's end that the inspiration had come to him at his daughter's reactions, when she was seven years old, but also from his inner depths where he knows that "this story made me be what I am today."
The sensibility combines in his case with the grotesque, and the known situations in fairy tales, with unexpected detours: the step mother loses a shoe during the festivity arranged at the palace by a jamboree-loving king, and Little Red Riding Hood's mother plays beasts with her little girl, frightening her. The birds hurtle against the glass house's windows, where the stepmother and her two daughters live, and for this reason the building is surrounded by the soulless bodies of the flying creatures. Grotesque is also the scene where the stepmother meets the prince (which is still a preteenager) and confesses she is in love with him. The monstrosity gets unusual forms in the French writer's texts. All's well that ends well, but for the eye of a mature reader the stories get also the shades of bitterness. Above the moralistic sound, as we know them in original, Pommerat overlays a theme that defines him: the reality which melts in the fantastic. In each one of these three texts there obsessively appears the idea that life is "as if", that we have a trick before our very eyes, that the characters dwell in a dream. This is how, in front of a mirror, the youngest sister cogitates: "Like I am living in a dream" 1 (p. 58). After a few moments the father joins her: "I do not know if you feel the same, but to me all these seem to be a dream" 2 (p. 59). To this reality-fantastic speech is attached that of the human need for the unreal: "The very young girl: I think that sometimes in our life, we love to tell stories inside our own mind, we know so well they are just stories, yet we tell them to ourselves" 3 . And in Pinocchio, the theme of the dream takes Calderonian aspects: "from now on you can dream lying on your side a dream life/ dream/ a prince's life as in the newspapers" 4 . He who's fleeing from imaginary and thinks that all around is just reality, he is the one who becomes victim of derisory and, finally, of suffering.
The perfect handling of textual elements, but also of those regarding the main features of the dramatic text help Pommerat to transform the text, as he would have in his hands a dough and would play with it. The story is no longer a peaceful one, it keeps rearranging in classic and modern patterns, sometimes accessing the young public's language, and some other times on the verge of logic. With a special rhythm of blank verse and a melodiousness that the translators try to preserve, the text wakes up the kids' interest and 1 Joël Pommerat, Trei texte de teatru pentru publicul tânăr / Three plays for the young audience, Iași, Timpul Publishing House, p.58 2 Idem, p. 59 3 Idem, p. 95 4 Idem, p. 149
